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Every summer movie season needs at least one of the left-field entry that's so fun-crazed it stands as a living rebuke of an industry that churns out noisy and soulless trash like Transformers: The Last Knight. This year, that film valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets, is an insanely entertaining film that finds
writer/director Luc Besson swinging fences in his efforts to make a weirdo sci-fi epic for the ages and come up with a virtual house run derby. This is a film filled with humor, charm, excitement and so many memorable images that many viewers will try not to blink, so as not to miss any of the stunning delights hammered
into each crowded frame. The film is inspired by Valerian and Lorelin, a French comic book series created by Pierre Christine and Jean-Claude Mezieres that is said to be especially among European comic book lovers, influenced the appearance of any number of films over the years, including Star Wars. Comics also
helped instill interest in the genre into ten-year-old Besson, who eventually went to work for Mezieres to help develop the look of his own elaborate sci-fi epic, The Fifth Element. Besson may be one of the leading players on the international film scene, but while watching Valerian, he returned, well, to the thinking of a child
helplessly enthralled by the wild conspiracy, strange alien worlds and breathless derring-do on display, though the child who was able to marshal alongside an army of advanced visual technicians and a nearly $200 million budget (the largest in French cinema history) to bring him all to life. Set in the 28th century, the film
centers on Valerian (Dane DeHaan) and Lorelin (Cara Delevingne), a pair of special crime-fighting operatives across the universe. As the story begins, the two are sent to the big market, a virtual reality bazaar of hordes of vendors can only be seen and approached after donning special equipment, to confiscate the ultra-
rare and powerful M'l converter, an adorable creature capable of reproducing anything that it eats. The cheeky Valerian soon finds himself being chased by any number of creatures while a much cooler and collected Lorelin is accused of saving his bacon, presumably not for the first time. The twist this time is that due to
a technological malfunction, Valerian is also trapped between two different levels of reality with much of his body in the real world while his hand is stuck in the virtual universe. It may not make much sense in explaining, but the end result is a hilarious and exciting thing to crackpot beauty that is just one high point movie
filled with them. After securing the Mule Converter, Valerian and Lorelin report to Alpha, a massive floating city that began centuries ago as the International Space Station and expanded on many years to serve as a home house from home to aliens from all over the universe to live together in harmony. Now the very
existence of Alpha is threatened from within, and Valerian and Lorelin are accused of getting to the bottom of things before it's too late. The two uncover evidence of a massive government conspiracy to hide a terrible mistake. As they try to unravel the scheme before all is lost, the two are separated and there are a
number of adventures involving a wild collection of creatures, the most memorable of which is a change of form glampod played by pop princess Rihanna, who appears to help Valerian save Lorelin. Besson has long been one of the most stylish filmmakers, but he surpasses himself here. There is no scene in the film that
does not contain visual dignity, whether it is an unusual creature, an extravagant costume or just a one-race weirdness lurking in the corner. (This is one of the rare recent films in which the 3-D version is definitely the way to go.) At the same time, however, Besson uses his visual skills as a way to tell a story rather than
just serving up bits of gourmet eye candy. Take the extended early sequence set on a bucolic distant planet whose smooth and rainbow inhabitants go about their business before being interrupted by a catastrophic event. The scene is the original grabber because of the absolutely gorgeous design of the planet and its
inhabitants. But as it goes on, we quickly get a sense of who they are in relation to each other and how their world operates without a single word of dialogue to explain any of it. Some will complain that the script is little more than a series of action sequences related to each other's story, which makes no sense and
absurdly clumsy dialogue. While some of the criticisms are valid- there are times when the dialogue sounds as if it has passed one passage too much through translation software, the programmed George Lucas-Besson narrative is more ambitious than usual this time and, despite all the nonsense on display, ultimately
touches on real issues such as political corruption and the international refugee crisis in a way that lends real emotional weight to the proceedings. At the same time, Valerian is extraordinarily optimistic in its depiction of the future, from the charming prologue showing the evolution of Alpha to the species of its inhabitants



living together in the world. At a time when virtually every futuristic film provides some form of dystopian nightmare, the sunny take shown here is refreshing. The only weak element of Valerian and the city of a thousand planets, ironically, is Valerian himself. Throughout his career, Besson has never shown much interest
in stories based on conventionally male characters. Most of his films were focused on hard and resourceful female characters, and when the lads were Besson blew up their macho nature in some way (like dressing Bruce Willis in Jean-Paul Gaultier's in The fifth element). Here, Valerian must be bold, bold and
resourceful, but as populated by DeHaan, he comes across more as a callow kid trying to emulate the easily cool Han Solo. Besson is clearly more interested in the character of Lorelin, and the audience will also be thanks to the performance of Delevingne. She's funny, compelling in battle scenes, charismatic as hell,
and able to take absurdly melodramatic speeches like her climactic oratory about the importance of love and making it work. Thanks to films such as Wonder Woman and recent Star Wars recordings, we are in a new era of exemplary female characters at the multiplex, and Lorelin fully deserves a place among them.
Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets is a complete delight and one of the most magnificent fantasies to get on screen in recent times - the kind of movie that can take moviegoers logies out of the usual array of craptaculars and make them giddy with its pure pleasure. The question, of course, is whether the
audience will want to give their eccentrics a chance. But if you want to get away from the movie feeling dazzled rather than just stunned, it's an absolute necessity. In addition, it will almost certainly become a cult favorite in a few years, so why not get to the first floor while you can? Dane DeHaan and Cara Delevingne in
Valerian. Photo: Valerian/STX Entertainment/EuropaCorp I don't know about you, but I personally looked forward to Valerian Luc Besson and the city of a thousand planets, for several reasons. I thought That Besson's 2014 film Lucy was an encouraging turnaround for its wildly uneven director, and I still follow Cara
Delevingne on Instagram, but most importantly, I love science fiction and wacky aliens in principle. Part of me liked to imagine that the rest of the country was on the same page. After all, every summer, as the phrase franchising fatigue begins to float back to the top of the Hollywood word cloud, it's usually accompanied
by a common question: Why can't we have the original blockbuster story anymore? Aren't valerian, which seemed to exude imagination and action and eye candy on a ton, it's just the kind of thing so many people ask in one go that they mourn the 18 Pirates of the Caribbean installment? As the weekend box office
shows, this thinking may be wrong. It was a rare franchise-free summer weekend, with all three wide-release films not sequels, prequels, or side effects of existing property - and the box office winner, Christopher Nolan's expensive, almost unanimously well-received Dunkirk, opened somewhere below the cars of the
summer 3 2017 box office series (though still above Transformers: The Last Knight, for those of you, silver suits). Dunkirk had the advantage of a filmmaker with a strong and passionate following that would follow him into any almost wordless World War II passion project. It's not that Besson also doesn't have his
Stateside fans, but Valerian, the film that visits probably recognize how looking, smelling, and tasting is most similar to what people like in the warmer months, was a nonstarter. It's easy to read Valerian's failure as a rebuttal of the idea that people want original blockbusters and new genre universes obsessed. It seems
that most American viewers are not like me (don't worry, I'm not learning this for the first time) and don't necessarily connect the dots between strange, colorful aliens, say, Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2 and Besson last. Brands speak louder than visual holidays, and at the moment, the Guardians brand is a megaphone.
When I happened to catch a Valerian trailer before a packed Friday night screening among Brooklyn residents, there were sneering, utterly unproven snickers as soon as his promotional bombast disappeared. You don't hear these snickers when Marvel tells you that you're going to pay money to watch a movie about
talking raccoon and tree, and what's more, you like it. I really don't accept the argument that Valerian failed because it wasn't a good movie, and for the purposes of this argument, I'm not talking about his actual cinematic/narrative merits (personally I found it mostly tedious, but no less entertaining than, say, Ant-Man).
While it can be said to have an aesthetic similarity at first glance, just because of the (and wildly successful) visions as the Avatar and Guardians of the Galaxy wing of the Marvel Cinematic Universe, Valerian actually belongs to what has become an almost non-existent sub-category of a potential blockbuster: (1) a wide
release; (2) fantasy/sci-fi; (3) non-franchise/first franchise. Basically, movies scale and ambition Star Wars or Marvel release without brand power. (Avatar fits into this category, although I think its success bears more resemblance to Dunkirk than the Matrix.) Valerian, in fact, based on the source material, is popular - in
France, that is - the French comic series Valerian and Lorelin, but movies like this are effectively original, in that they have to teach us the visual language and sensitivity we can not be used to. This task has become a huge risk in our familiar, if tagging, franchise landscape. It is very likely that, voluntarily or not, we will
compare these worlds with those that have already bought up most of our collective mythological real estate. It didn't help that, in appearance, Valerian had no jokes. Sure, there's nothing Dane DeHaan whispers smirk about how time flies when you're having fun in a trailer, but such lines - these sounds like a joke place
for wit - just don't fly into those self-aware times. Never underestimate the power of jokes in selling a hugely expensive bunch of what I politely call nerd-ing shit to the American public. There are two ways to make people feel comfortable about science fiction and fantasy: brand loyalty and humor. Before Marvel
strengthened the first, led strong with the latter in his first outing, 2008's Iron Man. It worked like a charm: comic book fans got their comic book movie, and everyone else could just tell themselves that they saw an action-packed screwball comedy starring Robert Downey Jr. and Gwyneth Paltrow. The canniness pitch that
the film allowed the franchise to keep the stench of true nerdiness at arm's length indefinitely. On that note, I'd say that Valerian's No.1 bug casting his leads, which would never have been a headlined movie of this size if Besson hadn't carte blanche on the most expensive independent production ever. Valerian is not let
down because of his strangeness, but because he doesn't buffer his weirdness enough, either with humor or massive stardom. When it comes down to it, most people are so, so scary to see something uncool. Viewers are conditioned to fire the unfamiliar, nerdy shit, so you have to give them more to work with. You can't
imagine this multi-course day-glo holiday jokes free nerdiness without someone credible on board to reassure the audience that it's OK to like it. And even then, he has to be the right trustworthy person. Despite the presence of then-white-hot Channing Tatum, Wachowski's 2015 film Jupiter's Ascent was declared a
failure even before someone gave him a chance, all his visual luxury and wackadoo myro construction is considered too serious to give the time of day. (It didn't help that Tatum, with his strange hybrid goat face, looked lost in the trailers.) Sure, Jupiter Ascending asks a lot of its audience, but it's as if people have
forgotten what happened the last time the Wachowskis created the cinematic world from scratch (it was the Matrix), and that even if they're huge and common geeks, they know how to tell a satisfying story. Jupiter is not a perfect film, and it suffers from the same lack of confident star power as Valerian, but it has a
stronger emotional center and is flat out a better story than Besson's sprawling creation. But both have failed, and will be compared to people who have not seen either of them, no matter how they filled their running time. I don't think, however, that the failures of films like Valerian and Jupiter Climbing disprove the idea
that American audiences want more original stories. The most successful franchises are oligarchies, but when we treat them as capitalist success stories from which to learn and reproduce something, disappointment is inevitable. Unfortunately, the only way to be the next Star Wars will actually be the next Star Wars
movie. At the moment, the appeal of Star Wars is not the way it looks or its genre, but its familiarity. Moving down from the $100 million plus budget range, however, and there is plenty of evidence that the model exists for the lucrative Stories - See Smaller Success Rates Get Out, Girls Trip, and Baby Driver. When the
swing-for-fences is sci-fi spectacular as Valerian can't find his audience though, I'm me it belies one thing: the widespread belief that we are in the midst of an era when geek culture rules. If geek culture really ruled, one could run a big-budget genre film without a list and a bucket of glib, self-aware jokes, because people
would like to see a bunch of weird aliens in principle. We'd ex Machina-class mid-budget sleeper hit every month, and nerd-osha shit like Jupiter Climb would have three sequels lined up. The success of comic book movies and Star Wars has more to do with the success of Disney's live-action reboot than with any genre
of ownership, and it's almost entirely based on the perennial appeal of the familiar and comfortable. So, yes, Valerian is proof that people are afraid of new stories - but perhaps they're more afraid of uncoolness, and Valerian has done nothing to calm that anxiety. Why didn't Valerian find his audience? Audience?
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